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Outline

• Modelling the long-term CTI correction (LTC) for all science observations in Full Frame (FF) and Extended Full 
Frame (EFF) modes 

• Results
• Discussion
• Future work
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Current energy scale for FF and EFF modes

CalClosed observations

Al K𝛂 (1.5 keV) and Mn K𝛂 (6 keV)
constant correction for E>6 keV 
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Using Cu K𝛂 to extend energy scale up to 8 keV

EPIC-pn FF and EFF modes

Spatial distribution:
a hole, masked in next analysis

Mask boundaries follow Sanders et al. (2019)

Only affects central CCDs (1,4=boresight,7,10)

Masking helps avoiding OoT events

For non-central CCDs we use the full CCD area:
RAWX in (1,64), RAWY in (1,200)
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Processing with no LTC correction
• Using all science observations up to TIME = 20.9 yr since 2000-01-01, last one during rev. 3832

• ~9000 FF observations (CCDNR dependent)
• ~1600 EFF observations (CCDNR dependent)

• Processing with noltc but with QBG correction (see XMM-CCF-REL-0358)
(FLAG==0) && (PATTERN==0) && (PAT_SEQ==0)

• Fit for Cu K𝛂 line: best fit energy, sigma, amplitude...
• For each CCD: use full area outside the mask (full range of RAWY)
• Filter fit results:

• Observations with exposure time > 10 ks
• More than 10 DoF for the fit
• Error on best-fit line energy less than 30 eV
• Best-fit sigma/FWHM in [16,84]% quantiles (to avoid unrealistic line fit).
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Example for modelling the LTC, CCD02

TCOEF model:

1 - (1-a) x Q(t)^{1/RAWY},

where a is normalisation and by design
a = TCOEF(t=0)

Q(t) = Eobs/8.04 keV

Using mean RAWY per observation

Running average per 0.3 years bins 
(red curve)
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Example for modelling the LTC, CCD02

Q(t) = Eobs/8.04

Cyan curve: [(1-TCOEF(t))/(1-a)]^{190}

Using mean RAWY for all observations
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Results, CCD02: 

Unexpected results

Mean residual per 
500 revs (cyan)

Using full RAWY range
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Results, CCD02: 

Unexpected results

Mean residual per
500 revs (cyan histo)

Using RAWY range [181:200]
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Results in bins of 20 RAWY pixels, CCD02

Residuals for bin with time in 
[17.75,20.0] years

Optimal results
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Results CCD04 (boresight) 

As expected

RAWY range is constrained!
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Same behaviour in residuals?

Sanders et al. (2020), Figure 6 (FF mode)

Similar behaviour after the first order gain correction

Higher residuals farther from the read-out node.

Especially for more recent time bins
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Conclusions and future work
• Results still under scrutiny, trying to understand the behaviour

• TCOEF vs RAWY modelling change?
• Skewed events distribution within each CCD? But median and mean are within ±1,2 pixels
• The residuals behaviour can be explained by ~10 pixels offset in mean/median RAWY per CCD

• Current ideas:
• Derive TCOEF (LTC) optimised for RAWY in [181,200]  (farthest from read-out node)

• This year priority, to implement  Sanders et al (2020) three step correction:
• Step 1: first order gain correction for Cu K𝛂 (similar to what I presented here)
• Step 2: second order gain correction, with spatial modelling of Cu K𝛂 residuals
• Step 3: energy scale correction using their “6-lines” model (time and position dependent).


